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C reative C V G uide : I N T R O D U C T I O N

FOREWORD by Karen Millen OBE

INTRODUCTION
Emerging professionals have a hard time trying to get
noticed amongst the sea of new graduates competing
for those elusive and much sought-after jobs in the
creative industries.

In my work, I have read many CVs from students seeking
work experience and employment. As an employer I
have always tried to look at each CV, but it becomes clear
very quickly which CVs catch the eye and begin to 'sell' a
potential employee.

It is those emerging professionals, with whom I work,
that have been the inspiration for the Creative CV Guide.
As a careers adviser at a leading art and design
university, I have taught and advised many thousands
of students and new graduates over the years, as
they travelled on their journey from inexperience and
uncertainty to the confident and competent employees
of the future.

I look for specific information in a CV, such as experience,
and an understanding of personal goals and achievements.
I look for CVs that communicate quickly, that include
something interesting about the applicant, and a CV that
stands out. It is important to communicate both visually and
with the written word in a professional presentation.

Successful CVs and applications are all about
understanding the target audience and being thorough
and methodical in their implementation. Most people
underestimate the amount of time and effort needed
to create a CV that is right for its recipient. The reasons
for sending the CV and the specific sector at which it
is aimed, will help to determine its content, style and
tone. The precise company and intended reader will
further inform the detail, the content of the covering
letter, choice of portfolio pieces and how to approach
the organisation. It is this attention to detail that makes
all the difference.

In today's competitive employment market, career planning
should be embedded in education programmes. Students
must learn to write CVs very early in their studies, which
should evolve throughout their course. This Creative CV Guide
sets out what should be in a CV and provides examples of
how creative CVs might look from new graduates themselves.
It suggests that CVs from graduates in the creative disciplines
should be distinctive, and I would certainly encourage that.

In order to help readers manoeuvre through this
minefield, I have differentiated between types of CV
and have created checklists that can be used at critical
stages of the application process. A large part of the
guide is given over to showing successful CVs and
applications produced by students and new graduates.

With so much information available generally, it is fantastic to
see a book that focuses on supporting students and graduates
in the creative arts. I wish you all well in writing a CV and hope
that it opens doors to your future successful careers.

Karen Millen OBE

* The Surrey Institute of Art and
Design merged with the Kent
Institute of Art and Design in
August 2005 and is now
the University for the Creative Arts.

This book is the direct descendant of a former book
of the same name, written jointly by myself and David
Whistance and published by the Surrey Institute of Art
and Design*. Such was the popularity of the former
guide that once past its “sell-by date” I was approached
by several institutions about writing a new guide. What
transpired was a consortium of three prominent art
and design institutions: University for the Creative Arts,
University of the Arts London and University College
Falmouth. These three institutions worked together to
bring the project to fruition and commissioned me to
write this book. I am extremely grateful to them for their
support and confidence to back this project.
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The careers services of all three institutions have
supplied the example CVs, cover letters, emails and
websites included in the guide, and I am indebted to
them and their students and graduates who agreed
to show their work. Many of the CV examples have
been selected by industry professionals, judging CV
competitions within the three sponsoring institutions.
My thanks to all involved.
Following on from the success of the original guide,
the new publication builds on the strengths of
its predecessor with new ideas and entirely new
material. I believe we have produced an updated
and comprehensive Guide for today’s emerging
professionals.
Jan Cole

Jan has worked as a careers adviser for the past 16
years, after completing the Postgraduate Diploma
in Vocational Guidance at the University of Reading.
Having worked for several years in schools and
colleges, she joined the Surrey Institute of Art and
Design in 2000, where she managed the careers
service whilst teaching and advising its students and
new graduates.
In 2008, as a result of the high number of dyslexic
students studying art and design, Jan completed a
major research project ‘Embracing Dyslexia, Creating
Futures’. The study focused on the employability of
dyslexic art and design graduates and contributed to
her Masters in Guidance (Vocational/Educational) from
the University of the West of England, Bristol.
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ANATOMY
OF A CV
INTRODUCTION

What is a CV, or ‘Curriculum Vitae’ to give it its full title? The phrase comes from the Latin ‘currere’, which means a
course or career, and ‘vitae’ means life; so loosely translated, ‘Curriculum Vitae’ means ‘course of life’. But this does
not mean that CVs need to contain your full life history, for CVs have evolved over time. They are subject to fads and
fashions, national and regional variations and sector preferences, and it is those sector preferences that are the
subject of this book.

CATHERINE DOUGLAS
University OF THE ARTS LONDON

Profile

Although this is an entirely optional section, it has become increasingly popular with both employers and CV
writers. Only three or four lines in length, this is, arguably, the most difficult section to write well, but when
successful, can greatly enhance an application. As this is normally the first part of the CV to be read, it is essential
to get it right if you are to avoid the shredder at the first hurdle.
The profile is an opportunity to write a short summary that will grab the attention of your reader. Strictly speaking,
it should be written in the third person but without mentioning yourself by name.

Contrary to popular belief, there is no such thing as a standard CV. The variety of examples in this guide reveal a
range of approaches adopted by students and graduates emerging from creative courses within our universities.

Example: Recent textiles graduate, specialising in...
Students and graduates seeking to establish themselves in the competitive world of the creative industries need
to demonstrate a range of qualities and skills, if they are to stand out amongst the scores of applicants for every
opportunity. The message will be conveyed not simply by words, but by the visual integrity of the document, by
attention to detail and by originality.

It should be short and positive, outlining a few pertinent key strengths. The profile will introduce you (new graduate,
textiles designer, etc), highlight particular skills, interests, experience or knowledge relevant to the position, and
refer to what you are seeking (work placement or future career in television production). You should not write about
anything in detail as further information will be provided within the body of your CV and covering correspondence.
The art is in getting these points over in a meaningful and original way. Anyone who reads a large number of CVs
will come across the same tired phrases time and time again and, as a result, the impact is lost.

Avoid CV wizards and prescribed templates. Your CV needs to be unique to you and to the person and organisation
to which it is going. The exact content will depend on the purpose of the CV, the job specification or requirements,
what you have to “sell” and how you want to present yourself.
The order in which information is displayed is flexible and should be used to emphasise your most valuable
strengths. Placing an important section or fact higher in your CV ensures it is read sooner and will help to keep the
reader’s interest.

Qualifications

Below is the type of information you might put in your CV. It is important that these guidelines are adapted to suit
your individual circumstances and that you use your judgement and creativity when deciding what to put in and
what to leave out, as well as the order in which to position each section. (The content listed below is written in
relation to a conventional CV used for most jobs, work placements and speculative job applications. Alternative CVs
on page 10 provide more detailed advice on other types and styles).

List your qualifications and the educational establishment where you studied, in one section. They should be written
in reverse chronological order (stating the most recent first) and include dates. Current and ongoing courses should
also be listed.
The more recent the qualification, the more detail is needed. Your degree will be of greater interest to recruiters than
your school examination results. It is not necessary to list every school examination taken, but simply summarise
accomplishments by indicating the number of subjects and level achieved.

Example: 2000 - 2005		 The Park School, Twickenham, London
				

CONTENT
Personal details

Additional relevant information about your degree may be included in this section, elsewhere in your CV or in
your accompanying email or letter. This could include details of modules studied to emphasise the nature of
your degree, the subject of your dissertation to show a particular area of interest, or details of live projects to
demonstrate commercial experience.

Consider how you are going to display this important information. As a marketing document, your name and
contact details should be prominent and easy to read. Keep to essential, relevant information and only include
additional details such as age and nationality if you really consider they will add value. In most cases, employers
will have a rough idea of your age, simply by looking at the dates of your compulsory education. Although there are
a few legal exceptions, equality and diversity legislation in the UK preclude employers from taking account of age,
gender and marital status when selecting candidates.
Details should include:
• Name
• Address
• Telephone number(s)
• Email
• Website address or URL of online portfolio
Your personal details could form a heading to your CV and the style may be replicated in other documents, such as
letters, business cards and DVDs. Further information about branded stationery is given on page 50.

8 GCSEs A*- C

Expert opinion
I don’t need a CV to feel fancy; the quicker I can get at the facts, the better. But
it matters to me that a CV is well written with good spelling, punctuation and
grammar. Even where these are a student’s weak point, and they know it and have got
the detail right by marshalling some help, this tells me a lot.
In contacting design practices, I think it’s important that it’s clear that they’ve done their
homework and are interested in what the practice does. And that they’ve got a name:
“Dear Sir or Madam” is obviously scattergun."
Lydia Thornley – Design Consultant
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CONTENT
Employment/
Experience

First and foremost, recruiters are interested in reading about relevant experience, including paid work, placements
and freelance commissions. It is helpful to separate this experience from other employment. However, if you are
fortunate enough to have a wealth of relevant experience, then separating placements from paid employment may
be useful. Write entries in reverse chronological order.
Include:
• Start and end dates
• Name of organisation
• Position or role
• Brief outline of responsibilities, achievements and results (but don’t repeat the same skills for each job)
As with everything on your CV, it is important that you provide strong evidence of your suitability for the position.
This evidence can be drawn from work placements, full and part-time work, commissions and live projects. Also
consider other areas of your life: for example, sporting achievements can demonstrate hard work, dedication and
team work; or gap year travel may provide evidence of organisation skills, independence and problem solving.
Be factual and positive, using action words such as “achieved”, “successful”, “completed”. Write in a formal style,
avoiding use of the word “I” e.g. “Successfully bid for ...”, rather than “I successfully bid for ...”.

Additional Training
or Short Courses

Additional
INFORMATION

Although it is often said that there must be evidence of continuous employment with no unexplained gaps, this
does rather depend on the stage of your career and the nature or type of work undertaken. New graduates
certainly do not need to list every single part-time job undertaken since leaving school. In selecting what to include
consider relevance, length of service, and what it says about you.

SKILLS

It is surprising how often people forget to inform employers of the specific skills they have acquired that make them
particularly suitable for a post. Although it is not essential to have a separate 'skills' section, include your skills
somewhere in the CV.

Generally, typography makes a big difference. However, some studios will be
more concerned than other agencies. We think sensitivity to typography and
typesetting at the very least shows attention to detail and interest in a core element of
graphic design. If a designer is not confident or interested in type, it’s probably best to
keep things simple and concentrate on the areas they are confident in.”
Mat Heinl – Design Director, Moving Brands

Achievements, such as scholarships, sponsorship or awards, responsibilities or projects
Exhibitions: indicate dates, venue, title
Competitions: indicate date, venue, title, result
Languages: indicate level of proficiency
Full, clean driving licence

Although an optional section of the CV, your interests are an indication of your personality and help the reader form
an opinion of what motivates you. It is easy in this section to either sound very ordinary or else to try too hard by
stretching the truth – something that may come back to haunt you when you are quizzed at interview. Rather than
just listing a few activities, try to add something that is memorable or interesting.

I am passionate about wildlife photography and have developed my own website to publish my photographs.
Many of my photographs are taken on Westleigh Marshes, where I work as a volunteer on a conservation project.

REFERENCES

Example:

Expert opinion

Feel free to include in your CV any other information that may be relevant and will help to
promote you for the position. These may be written in a separate section or incorporated elsewhere.
Items could include:

Example:

If a separate section is used, group skills into broad areas such as creative, IT, and transferable or soft skills (e.g.
communication and team work), be specific and provide evidence, where possible.

Communication Skills - Made presentations to tutor group, mentored first-year student, telephone negotiation with
employer to initiate and organise work placement, completed 10,000 word dissertation.

These may be listed under Skills or may have a separate section. Write entries in
reverse chronological order and indicate course provider, dates, duration and mode
of study (full or part time, or evening class).

•
•
•
•
•

Interests and
activities
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What to leave out

It is standard practice for employers to ask for the names of two referees when recruiting and may specify whether
they would like an employer and a personal referee or leave the choice to you. If, on the other hand, you are
sending your CV with a speculative application it is entirely optional whether you name referees at this point.
Bear in mind that speculative CVs may be filed for future use and it could keep your options open to simply write
“references available on request”. As a matter of courtesy, always obtain the permission of referees before listing
them and check which contact details they would like you to use.

Two things that are usually better omitted from a CV:
Passport photograph - Although it may be normal practice in some countries to include a photograph of yourself,
in the UK it is not necessary unless you are applying for an acting role. What is more, research has shown that
including a self portrait is frequently viewed in a negative light. It's best to leave it out. You will be asked if it is
needed.
‘Curriculum Vitae’ - Do not use the heading ‘Curriculum Vitae’ at the top of your CV. Although it used to be the
convention 50 years ago, everyone these days knows what a CV looks like and it is simply stating the obvious.
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TARGETED AND
PERSONAL

It is estimated that you have about 30 seconds (or 90 words) to grab the reader’s attention and convince them that
your application is worthy of further scrutiny.

C reative C V G uide : A natomy of a C V

Presentation

Your CV should be a unique marketing document that aims to communicate and promote your suitability for a
specific position. This can only be done successfully if you first research thoroughly the job requirements so that you
have a good understanding of the organisation, its ethos and values. You will then be able to present a convincing
case as to why you should be selected for interview. Throw in something unique or impressive and you should
be on your way to success. It is rather like answering an exam question. Your CV may look good and contain a
lot of impressive information, but if it fails to tell the recipients what they want and need to know (i.e. answer their
questions) it is unlikely to be successful.

The look and clarity of a CV are as important as the content, especially for anyone intending to work within the
creative industries. Whether you decide to produce a CV in a conventional or creative format (see page 11) is a
matter of personal preference and appropriateness. Whichever format you choose, your CV is likely to be viewed
and judged by individuals who will be critical of your creative skills and expect a high standard of everything you
produce.
Obviously the level and focus of expectation will depend, to a large extent, on the type of organisation and the
position being sought. Evidence of good design would be expected from a graphic designer whereas very high
standards and originality of the written content would be key qualities required from a journalist.
Whatever your discipline, your CV must look professional, have visual impact and be easy to read. The reader’s eye
needs to flow easily and logically from one section to the next. CVs should be one or two pages in length. Never
one and a half or three quarters of a page, or it looks as though you have run out of things to write. Each section
should be clear, concise and factual. Avoid long paragraphs and do not repeat information. Where possible, try not
to have sections spread across more than one page.

If applying for an advertised position, the job specification or job requirements usually give a clear list of the
qualifications, skills and achievements sought. Less formal adverts or speculative applications, on the other hand,
may require greater scrutiny to successfully identify what an organisation is really seeking. In most cases it is not
difficult to find the information you need but think beyond the position itself. Find out about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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the organisation			
their markets (potential and actual)
major projects (planned, current and completed)
reputation
key personnel			
ethos

The choice of font, coloured text and layout can hugely influence the style and tone of a document and that
attention to detail should extend to the quality and colour of paper, quality of printing and even the precision of the
folding and the writing on the envelope. For a creative CV, these may be essential elements of the final product and
can influence your decision whether to send it by post or as an email attachment, where the printing would be in
the hands of the recipient.
Consider its suitability for a given audience. What type of organisation are you sending it to? Look at their website
and marketing material to get a feel for the type of CV that might be well received. As well as suiting the employer,
your CV should be a reflection of your personality. It is essential that you feel comfortable with its style and content.
If not, you may struggle at interview or find that you fail to live up to the expectations of the employer.

Use the internet and don’t be afraid to telephone the department – most people love talking about themselves and
their accomplishments and you may even get some golden nuggets of information too.
Fully equipped with all these facts you now need to provide evidence that you have all the skills and experience
desired by the organisation. Put yourself in the mindset of the recruiter who may receive 50 or more applications
for one position. How do they whittle down the numbers to a manageable level? Usually this is done by marking
applications against the listed criteria for the job, so anyone who does not provide clear evidence that they possess all
the qualities required is unlikely to be shortlisted.

Finally, pay attention to every detail of your CV – spelling, grammar, content and presentation – they all need to be
executed to the highest standard. Anything less and you may be wasting your time, as the employer might think
that you could not really be bothered. CVs are not written under exam conditions and you should allow time to get it
checked and receive feedback from more than one source.

Expert opinion
We are quite happy to find out about someone from a good CV.
In order of priority, we go on experience, degree, then interests.
To be honest, we also talk to specialist agencies who deal with the
publishing industry and quite a lot of people do free internships in order
to get into publishing. Mostly we are just pleased if they have bothered to
find out something about us – you would be amazed the number who
don’t even look at our website before coming for interview.
I would say to your candidates get computer experience because
there are so few jobs that don’t involve that.”
Keith Zheng
UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS LONDON

Caroline de la Bedoyere - Director, Searchpress
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ALTERNATIVE
CVS
INTRODUCTION

ARTISTS’ CVs

WINCY YAU
University OF THE ARTS LONDON

In the previous section, ‘Anatomy of a CV’, I have outlined the general rules and conventions related to CVs, but CVs
can take many forms and are used for many different purposes. I will now consider variations to the standard CV
and when to use them. Unless otherwise stated, the rules of CV writing explained on pages 4 to 7, apply.

ARTISTS’ CVs
(cont.)

Competitions/awards/scholarships
List your artistic achievements (successes and short-listings).

Uses
An artist’s CV can be used when applying to or for:
Exhibitions
Galleries
Funding
Potential customers/commissioners
Awards

•
•
•
•

Collections/commissions/projects
Give dates, title of work, name of collection or project and location. Include details of any funding you secured.
If work is owned by a private collector, you should obtain their permission before publishing their details.

Competitions
Agents
Residences
Special projects

Education and professional development
Only include your art education and relevant short courses – show dates, institutions, course title and qualification.
Art-related employment or placements
These could include residencies, lecturing engagements or gallery work. Also list relevant voluntary work.

What to include
Personal details
See page 4 for an outline of personal details that need to be included. It is particularly important that readers have
access to images of your work, so give details of your website or URL of your online portfolio. If you have an agent,
their contact details should be prominent in this first section.
Artist’s statement
Use simple language that is clear and easily understood by your audience to present a personal explanation
of your art. Contrary to conventional CVs, an Artist’s Statement should be written in the first person (using "I"
statements).

Publications
List reviews and references to your work. Include date and name of publication, title of article and page number.

Film-Makers

Context
What is the background to the piece?
Why did you create it?
What influenced your ideas?
Is it part of a body of work or were you developing a theme?

•
>
>
>

Meaning
What are the key themes of your work?
What does it represent?
Does it reflect a philosophy or vision?

•
>
>
>

Process
What was the creative process?
What materials did you use and why?
What skills and techniques did you use?

•
>
>
>
>

Development
Do you intend developing your theme further?
What have you learnt from creating the work?
What are your personal reflections on the work?
What are your ambitions for the future?

Adapt the conventional CV format shown on pages 4 to 7 to include:
•
•
•
•

Your area of speciality (camera, sound, post-production, etc)
Link to website or online portfolio (if you have one)
Technical skills – what equipment can you use?
Employment – only include relevant employment. It’s accepted that freelance film-makers will have
additional fill-in jobs, but companies don’t usually want to hear all about them.
• Filmography – make a clear distinction between films made as part of your course and those made
commercially or for other purposes
• Passport – if you are likely to be working overseas
• Driving licence and car ownership – if you will be needed for location work

Try not to use pretentious language, but rather entice your reader so they want to go on to see your art with greater
understanding. As each statement is individual to the artist and a specific piece or collection, it would be a mistake
to prescribe its content. The following questions may help you to consider how you can provide insight into your work:
•
>
>
>
>

Additional information to be included will depend on your background, the
purpose of the CV and the stage of your professional development. The following
sections are suggestions that can be used as appropriate:
Exhibitions/shows/work in galleries
Give details of dates, name of exhibition, gallery and location.

Focusing solely on you as an artist, these CVs need to offer a clear explanation of your work or collection (within
an Artist’s Statement) and a précis on your relevant background information about your professional development.
Good presentation is vital. Ensure categories are clearly marked. You may wish to present your CV in a booklet
alongside images of your work.

•
•
•
•
•
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Innovative
Approaches

There is much debate about innovative CVs within the creative industries. For some, the more unusual the better,
whilst others expect a CV to simply provide clear, written information, relying on the portfolio to evidence creative
skills. This places applicants in a dilemma; send the wrong style of CV to a company and their chances are
doomed. This is where that tried and tested method – research – can help. Look at the company website and
marketing information. Does that give any clues? Do you have any contacts within the company that may be able
to offer some light to your quandary? Who will be receiving your CV? If it is HR or the finance manager, will they be
interested in a highly creative CV or would they prefer a simpler format? How about phoning or emailing the company
to ask what type of CV they would prefer?
It is the really unusual or wacky CVs that are most at risk. People either love them or loathe them. When they hit the
mark they are a great success and interviews follow, but the rest of the time they simply provide light entertainment
in the design office before ending up in the bin.

C reative C V G uide : A lternative cvs

REBECCA CROSBIE
University for the CREATIVE ArtS

Innovative
Approaches
(cont.)

EXPERT OPINION

On the other hand, the advantage of producing a creative CV is evident. If well executed it will create a positive
and lasting impression and will make your CV stand out from the hundreds of others received by the recruiter. But
whatever style of CV you produce – novelty, wacky or plain – it must look exceptionally good. Nothing less will do as
it will be seen as testament to your abilities and application.

As you would expect, a design agency will receive many CVs every week
from students from many different colleges and universities. Your CV not
only has to stand out from other peers in your college or university, but from every
single design student in the country.

Creatives use image and innovation for a number of reasons, so it is worth considering your aims:

It's not wrong to produce a well designed A4 CV, but it has to be well written,
charming and inviting to read. It's a real shame when CVs are sent out looking
like a modified CV template. As creatives, applicants need to challenge the
concept of designing a CV in order to grab attention and use it as a mechanism
to express their individual work, personality and passion for design. In short, it needs to talk
directly to designers not bank mangers. It needs to get us excited about you and who you are and
make us want to get you in to find out more."

Portfolio taster
As well as making a CV look more attractive, images of work can be used to promote interest in your portfolio or
showreel. These CVs are usually produced in a traditional format, with images carefully placed to provide interest.
It is important that you are selective in your choice of images. They need to be relevant to the organisation and
job for which you are applying, of a size and definition that allows them to be seen clearly and of a standard that
promotes your abilities and enhances your CV.
The relationship between written information, images and the amount of white space needs to be carefully
balanced to ensure the images enhance and complement your CV, whilst still allowing space to include all the
details needed.
Skills taster
You may wish to use your CV to showcase a particular skill – drawing, 3D design or even wit.
Good illustration skills are often showcased as background images to a CV or with hand-drawn or hand-written
sections.
Packaging designers are particularly good at producing CVs wrapped around enticing morsels, such as chocolate
bars and sweets, and using the information on the packaging to extol their virtues. Obviously there is direct
relevance in these as they showcase packaging design skills alongside the CV.
Some of the most entertaining CVs are those which demonstrate a sense of humour or a clever strapline. The CV
itself may look fairly conventional or may depict or take the form of its subject, such as taking the shape of a foot for
a ‘foot in the door’ message. In all cases it is the quality of the finished article that is of paramount importance.
Originality
Unusual and highly original CVs are not uncommon articles in the in-trays of creative directors. But producing
something that will impress this critical audience, convey the message succinctly and show relevance rather than
just frivolity, can be quite a challenge. Highly original CVs are usually very expensive to produce, in both time and
money. It is therefore vital that you thoroughly research your audience to ensure it will be well received and will hit
just the right tone for its recipient.
Pros and cons of Innovative CVs:

Pros
✔ Can make your CV stand out and get you noticed
✔ Can demonstrate skills needed for the job
✔ Provides an opportunity to showcase portfolio
✔ When successful can lead to interview

12 / 13

Russell Saunders – Senior Designer, GBH

ELECTRONIC CVS

More and more people are presenting their CVs electronically, whether it is housed on a website, sent with an
email or forms part of an interactive presentation on a DVD. Each of these present their own challenges.
Websites
See page 53 for advice on including your CV on a website.
Emails
If you decide to send your CV as an email attachment, there are several issues that need to be considered:
Compatibility – Unfortunately there are so many types and versions of software, that you cannot always be certain
that the recipient will be able to open your attachment easily. Further complications can arise with some programs
that are not always compatible between Mac and PC.
Security – Consider how easy it would be for someone to change your CV, for whatever reason.
File size – If you use a sophisticated program or insert images, there could be a problem in sending or
downloading. You can guarantee that you will not be flavour of the month if your email slows down the addressee’s
system – not a good start when you are trying to impress! In addition, large files may be undeliverable due to
a firewall.

The solution
Cons
✖ Expensive and time consuming to produce
✖ 3D CVs are difficult to post and file
✖ Needs to be appropriate for the recipient
✖ The design may leave limited space for written data

It is advisable to save attachments in a PDF format if you wish to ensure they are secure, will download easily and
look as you intended.

Hei Shing
University of the Arts London

I personally still like something tangible to hold and read in my own
time and space. With e-folios and websites you have to be connected
to the internet, so for me it’s limiting. I also think from a CV I can gauge how
good at typography and layout candidates are. With the web they are pretty
standard templates.”
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Expert Opinion
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Multimedia CVs
These are a great way of sending examples of work alongside your CV. See Showing Your Work (page 51). It is often
useful to get the interest of the employer before sending expensive DVDs as unfortunately some companies get so
inundated with DVDs they rarely open them.
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Professional image – You are now launching yourself as a professional and need to create the right impression
from the start. If your email address is not appropriate for business then this is the time to obtain a new account for
your professional career.
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Company preference – Some employers have a definite preference towards either electronic or printed CVs. If in
doubt, check first.
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Other considerations:
Printing – Once sent electronically, you lose all control of the final product and must accept that your CV may well
be printed in monochrome and on flimsy paper, losing the effectiveness of your creativity.
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Research experience
N7Show past, present and proposed research. Give
of your supervisor and any funding received. As this is
TIO2020details
8
A
00
being addressed to other academics, itDisUC
appropriate
03 to use technical language relevant to your discipline, but
0
2 06
E
20 it still needs to be clear and easy to read. Further information
about research projects, such as short extracts,
96
19 03
EX
20
can be attached to the CV.
CUTRA-

ACTRI RICULA
VIT
R
AWA
RDSIES AND

✔

Publications
Include journal articles, extracts, books or broadcast articles. Use Harvard referencing.

✔

Professional development
Only record relevant training and skill development, such as courses and conferences related to teaching, 		
learning and research techniques on your specialist area.

✔

Employment
Only include relevant employment, such as teaching experience (both formal and informal) and project 		
management.

✔

Presentations
List any occasions in which you have presented your research findings or spoken publicly about your area of 		
study. Alternatively, this could be included in other sections.

✔

Skills
Rather than listing a wide range of soft skills, it is useful to identify relevant skills for the position sought. 		
Consider your technical or specialist skills, research skills, IT and languages.

✔

Professional membership
List membership of professional bodies and learned societies.

✔

References
Normally two academic referees are given; a third referee may be requested.

Trevor Price MCSD – Creative Director, Price Associates

TIPS
Ensure you are up to date with issues currently being debated within higher education and your specialism.

✔

ACADEMIC CVS

These are often required when applying for academic jobs, postgraduate courses and research funding. Although
slightly longer than conventional CVs, it is still essential to tailor the content to the position you are seeking. The
suggestions below should be adapted to suit your individual experience and the job requirements.
What to include:
✔ Personal details
(See page 4) Academic CVs include the university address (if this is appropriate) as well as home address.

✔

Academic profile (optional)
Outline research interests and relevant experience and skills.

✔

Education
Only include higher education and professional qualifications (such as teacher training). List any awards or 		
scholarships won.

✔

Highlight any relevant international experience.

✔

Ensure you are conversant with issues of quality assurance in teaching, learning and research.

✔

Gain experience of making funding applications or bid writing.

✔

Try to get articles published in reputable journals.

✔

Demonstrate your proven track record to successfully manage a project.

✔

Attend seminars and conferences to keep up to date and to promote your own research.

16 / 17
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CV
CHECKLIST
CVs for FREELANCE
AND SELF-EMPLOYED
CREATIVES

By Elaine Banham – Head of Creative Careers, University of the Arts London

1.	Preparation

2.	Content

If you are planning to join the ever-growing legion of freelance creatives, you will need a carefully designed CV that
promotes your skill set to the relevant potential client.

✔ Research the industry thoroughly to find
out usual structures, roles and salaries.
Use professional association websites, trade
papers, directories, careers websites, etc.

✔ Ensure your profile clearly shows that you
have the key qualities for the job.

Be clear that you are in business and what service you are offering. Your opening statement should encapsulate
this as well as catch the reader’s attention. You could headline achievements, recent job successes or relevant
training. Keep it short and aimed at the person to whom you are writing.
Your contact information needs to stand out – make it easy for busy commissioning editors or studio managers to
contact you, so supply clear mobile, email and web information.
It helps to summarise relevant skills and experience as well as promoting your capacity to deliver ‘the job’, whether
it’s an illustration, a fashion event, an article for a magazine or design work. Highlight or list creative or technical
capabilities and demonstrate commercial understanding in a concise and accessible way. Too long and the reader
loses interest, too short and you may be underselling yourself. This first point of contact needs to express how well
you manage and organise your own business. Even if you are in the early stages of building your freelance career,
your CV is an opportunity to show confident information handling, flexibility and reassurance alongside your skills
and experience.

Expert Opinion
I recommend that students practice writing about the non-technical or noncreative skills that they have. This will be useful when applying for funding or a
loan, as there is always a section where you will need to justify your ability to manage
whatever it is that you’re applying for. This might relate to past work you’ve done and
experience, but should also include things such as communication skills and the
networks you’re involved in. Give the funders confidence that you can handle their
money responsibly!”
Alison Coward – Lead Officer, Enterprise Centre for the Creative Arts (2006 – 09)

✔ Find out about working practices, valued skills
and the software and equipment used within
the profession.
✔ Speak with industry professionals to gain
inside knowledge of the industry, the company
and the department.
✔ Check out key markets, clients and projects,
managed by the company and the individual
with whom you might work.
✔ Find out about the key achievements of the
company and the individuals with whom you
would be working.
✔ Study the job specification or list of preferred
competencies for the post. If this information
has not been sent with the job details, don’t
be afraid to telephone the company to find out
the essential and desired skills, knowledge
and experience.

✔ Present the information clearly and concisely.
✔ Place sections that contain your strongest
qualities before less impressive information.
✔ Write your CV in the third person. Avoid using
“I” or referring to yourself by name.
✔ Write the Education and Employment sections
in reverse chronological order.
✔ Check that you have not repeated information
or included anything that is not relevant.
✔ Use correct industry terminology.

3.	Presentation
✔ Scrutinise your CV for spacing and layout
inconsistencies.
✔ Choose a clear, attractive format that is
appropriate for the organisation.
✔ Ensure the balance between text, images and
white space are pleasing to the eye.
✔ Give careful consideration to the style, size
and colour of font.

PETRA TAOUJNI
University for the CREATIVE ARTS

✔ If your CV is two pages, ensure there is 		
consistency between them.
✔ Start the second page with a new section.

Stating your full degree and university alongside a brief outline of course content enables you to highlight your
dissertation subject, how you organised your final show or worked on live briefs and won prizes. If you are just
starting, this is an excellent way of relaying your accomplishments. You may also be writing to a fellow alumnus
as networking is a constant if you are freelancing in the creative industries.

4.	Check

You will want to illustrate how you identified and solved problems and show how well you responded under
pressure. You may be able to demonstrate your resourcefulness, and your ability to work to deadlines and within
budget or that you are able to communicate effectively to a virtual team.

✔ Ask someone who is experienced at reading
CVs to look critically at yours.

Finally, make sure you include samples of work as hard copies or attachments, as well as on your website.
Ensure they are easy to find, perfectly produced and entirely appropriate to the company or individual you are
approaching.

✔ Check and double check for spelling,
grammar and layout errors.

✔ Check that you have included evidence of all
the qualities required by the organisation.

18
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Graphic design

Catherine Douglas, University of the Arts London
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Graphic design

Rosie Upright, University for the creative arts

Gemma Willson, University of the arts london
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Graphic design

Anne-Marie Moore, University of the arts london
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MEDIA

Animation / illustration

Louis Claydon, University COLLEGe falmouth

Tamsin Baker, University for the creative arts

25
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FILM

Mike Linforth, University for the creative arts
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fine art

Christine Lobb, University FOR THE CREATIVE ARTS
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FASHION

FASHION

Caroline Giselle TAYLOR, University for the creative arts

Wincy Yau, University of the arts london
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Textiles

Elizabeth Hammond, University college falmouth
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TEXTILES

Anna Glover, University college falmouth
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environment

PHOTOGRAPHY

Maren Hallenga, University college falmouth

Sveinung skaalnes, University for the creative arts
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ARCHITECTURE

JEWELLERY

Katerina Vlachou, University for the creative arts

Sarah Velazco, University of the arts london
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Spatial
design

Charlotte Burden, University college falmouth

PRODUCT
design

Sarah Parks, University college falmouth
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ACADEMIC

Lucy Gundry, University for the creative arts
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MAKING
CONTACT
Making Contact

Although it may be the last thing you write, the cover letter or email will probably be the first thing read by the
recipient and, as such, is likely to make an initial and lasting impression. Its purpose is to introduce you and your
CV, offer a clear explanation of why you are writing and link your interests, skills and experience to the company
or department. As with all communication, it is vital that you demonstrate you are able to conduct matters in a
competent and businesslike manner.

ANNA GLOVER
University COLLEGE FALMOUTH

Making Contact
(cont.)

The letter or email should be quite short. No more than one page at the most. If you feel it necessary to provide
substantially more information in order to enhance your application, then it is advisable to attach an ‘Additional
Information’ sheet to the application form. Be aware that word counts and limited space are often used to test an
applicant’s ability to be succinct.
Finally, be prepared to follow up the contact if you do not receive a reply within a reasonable time. With the best will in
the world, it is easy for a busy manager to overlook, or put to one side, a speculative CV. Most employers do not take
offence to a short and polite follow-up call in response to an unanswered communication. It only goes to emphasise
just how much you want to visit or join the organisation.

Take the trouble to find out about the person to whom you are writing. What is their name and position? What
can you find out about their work, their clients or their professional interests? Indicate your interest in them, and,
if possible, make links to your own work and personal qualities. Company websites and professional journals
frequently provide a wealth of information to help you make these connections.

Email or letter?
The choice of whether you communicate by letter or email may be partly a matter of personal preference but should
also take into account any protocol or preference by the company. A printed letter is also slightly more formal and
provides greater control over the final presentation of your documents.

Be explicit about what you are seeking, such as a work placement, a job or information. Give dates of your
availability and outline your objectives. It is important to be realistic about what you might achieve. For instance, as
a work placement student, it is unlikely that you will be let loose on a multi-million pound project, but just observing,
supporting and networking are hugely valuable at this stage of your career.

Email etiquette
Even though you may be communicating by email, it is still important to maintain a certain level of formality,
especially when making initial contact. Start your email ‘Dear .........’ (not Hi), never use text abbreviations and above
all, never ‘cc’ 20 other companies. The same rules apply to writing a personalised, individual communication,
whether sending a letter or email.

Outline how your skills, experience and interests match the requirements of the company. Try not to fall into the trap
of concentrating solely on yourself, but make it clear how you could benefit the company. You need to convince the
reader that you have done some research, understand the business and the role, and that you would be a useful
asset to them. Although it is very important to be positive about yourself, there is a fine line between communicating
your strengths and sounding overconfident or even arrogant.

CHECKLIST ✔

The tone can also help to create a lasting impression. Try to be yourself, whilst being professional. Basic research
should provide some vital clues as to the type of language and approach that would be most appropriate, i.e. a
very formal company would probably prefer a more formal approach, whilst another organisation may appreciate
a touch of humour or innovation.

✔

Thoroughly research the organisation and the 		
individual before writing.

Although you should avoid simply repeating information contained in your CV, the covering correspondence is an
opportunity to elaborate on key points and contextualise information so its relevance to the position is made clear.

✔

Address correspondence to a named person.

✔

Tell the organisation why you want to work for them.

This may be an appropriate place to disclose a disability, account for a gap in your employment or even to offer an
explanation of facts that are contained in, or lacking from, your CV. However, this is a judgement call and a lot will
depend on the purpose of your CV and how comfortable you feel about declaring such information at this stage.

✔

Refer to specific skills and interests that link you to
the organisation and/or the job.

Expert opinion
A short cover letter makes all the difference. Many candidates don’t even have
a cover letter, which makes their effort seem insincere. Once you have sent a
CV, always follow it up until you know that the person you've sent it to has read it.”
Gary Lin – Head Designer, still waters run deep

✔ Make it clear why you are writing, i.e. applying for
an advertised position, requesting a work placement.

✔

Ensure your correspondence complements and
enhances your CV.

✔

Ensure your correspondence portrays you as keen,
capable and professional.

✔

Ask one or two trusted supporters to read and 		
check your application (preferably someone with
experience of viewing CVs).

Expert opinion
Don’t go on about how the job will be great for your own personal
development, rather than about what you can offer to the publication. Tailor
your application to the job/organisation. Make sure you say why you would be good
for that particular job. Explain why you are interested in the subject matter and spell
out what skills and experience you have that are relevant. Often I get covering letters
that just say in so many words, 'I want to apply for this job. I am really good'. Or I’m
told how much someone loves motor sport, but not a thing about why early years
education would be interesting. Get the balance right between giving enough details
and not being too verbose. I want a journalist to be concise, but I want enough to be
able to judge whether to interview them. Writing style should be clear and literate –
don’t try to prove how ‘creative’ you are.”
Liz Roberts – Editor, Nursery World

COVER LETTERS
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Job Application

FREELANCE

Catherine Douglas, University of the Arts London

mike linforth, University for the creative arts
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EMAIL EXAMPLES
Internship
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WORK PLACEMENT
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CREATING AN
IMPRESSION
Creating an
Impression

C reative C V G uide : showing your work

SHOWING
YOUR WORK

PHILIP WYATT
University
COLLEGE
FALMOUTH

By Jon Christie – Head of Careers, University College Falmouth
Whilst spending time creating the right look and feel for your CV, it is worth taking it one step further and
incorporating your design into all your other business-facing products – covering letter, business cards, online
portfolio, showreel and website, etc. In this way you are creating your own personal brand, which will help you to
portray your professional persona. Branding can be done very simply by using consistent fonts, colours, spacing,
images and possibly even a logo. Linking all the elements of your marketing products can, if done well, leave a
strong and lasting impression with an employer or client.
You need to approach your personal branding just as you would any other design project where the overall
impression is as important as the content. Remember marketing and branding are all about communication,
so consider what it is you want to convey to your audience. What are your key qualities? What is your area of
business? What are your unique selling points (USPs)? Your brand should reflect, or be sympathetic to, all of these
facets, whilst creating a clear and consistent style.

Introduction

ATTACHING PRINTED
EXAMPLES

Make sure your images have clear titles that identify what they are, such as ‘bus shelter design’, or indicate the type
of image, e.g. 'plan' or 'final design' etc. In designing your pages, think about the balance between text/image and
white page.
Remember to test print before you send: the colour resolution onscreen is often different to the printed image and
the print may look darker than you really want.

SENDING A DVD

Michael Smith – Managing Director, Cog Design

Sending a DVD with a CV gives you the opportunity to send more visual information. You need to brand the DVD
so that it is clearly labelled and links to your CV. In a busy office, it is very easy for them to become separated. Your
branding on the DVD cover should be striking and intriguing and demand attention.
The DVD itself is fraught with difficulties. Busy employers might find loading a DVD and looking through files timeconsuming. As with sending a CV electronically, there are often problems in opening files with different software
versions or the prospective employer may not use the same program. Think about saving your work in accessible
files, such as PDF format, but be aware that it may change the way your work can be shown.

Finally, ensure that you are portraying a consistent message that is reflected not only in your stationery but in the work
you do, the way you write (your CV, cover letter or email) and the way your work is displayed. Any discrepancy and your
brand will loose credibility.

If we advertise a job then I definitely want to see a CV and a letter, and a
folio of work. We see ourselves as communicators and we want to employ
people who are good communicators. We judge the whole package, especially from
students who, by necessity, don’t have a particularly broad range of work.”

Attaching pages of images is a quick and direct way to attract attention. Start by making a selection of the images
most likely to intrigue the recipient. Make sure your examples provide strong evidence of the points you are trying
to emphasise – your talents (such as drawing), your creativity (shown in your designs), or your proficiency in a
particular skill (such as project development).
Do not try to show everything that you can do. Keep attached printed material to 2 x A4 sheets, so that the
prospective employer can quickly gain an impression of your ability. The printed material needs to complement the
information in your CV.

Make sure the effect you are trying to create is conducive to the way you send your branded information. How you
dispatch your package – by post, in person or via email – can either contribute to, or detract from, the professional
image you are trying to convey. Obviously if coloured or textured paper is part of the effect, then there is little point in
sending your package by email.

Expert Opinion

By Hilaire Graham – Dean, Learning and Teaching, University for the Creative Arts
Whether you are sending your CV in response to a job advertisement or simply making initial contact with a
prospective employer, it follows that you may want to attach material that shows your work. The form of this
attachment may vary and choosing the most appropriate examples for each application is critical. Your material may be
prints of images or files on a DVD or, as a creative practitioner, you may include a reference to your own website.

We all communicate in different ways and at different levels depending on whom we are addressing. Ensure your
marketing material is giving the right message, in the right way, to the right people. Before launching it, carry out
some market research and get feedback from a mix of audiences. Take a closer look at the way famous brands
market themselves – their packaging, their websites, their advertisements and even where they choose to advertise
their products. All of this will help you to understand the subtle but powerful messages that can be conveyed
through careful branding.
Attention to detail and the effects of those details on the final product all need to be examined carefully. The quality,
weight and colour of paper can make an enormous difference to the impact you make. Using a slightly nonstandard paper such as textured or off-white for your stationery can really make you stand out from the competition.
Quality printing is equally important. Use a good printer you can trust or get it done professionally.

51

Make sure you refer to projects in the CV and in your DVD file consistently so that the prospective employer can
move seamlessly from one to the other.

Showreels

A showreel provides a taster of your film or animation talents. Although you will have a showreel from your
coursework, it should also include any commercial work you have completed as well as work undertaken in your
own time. As with DVDs, make sure it can be clearly identified as yours.
You will need to think about the best way to get an employer to view your showreel e.g. on a DVD or online. There
are pros and cons of each and many media professionals use both.

52
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DEJONIE LANGELLIER
University for the creative arts

Showreels

An advantage of sending a DVD is that you can tailor it to the needs and interests of the employer or client.
Consider the skills you are demonstrating: is it your camera work, your storytelling or your editing? Think also
about who is viewing the showreel and choose relevant material. If you are applying for a job with a company
specialising in making music videos, a showreel depicting documentary film is unlikely to impress!

Websites

Choose only your very best pieces – quality is far more important than quantity. Start with your best piece to capture
the interest of the viewer and finish with something that will leave a positive and lasting impression.

Using the internet to create your own website is an effective way of enabling a prospective employer to view your
work. As it will be available at all times and for all to see, there is always the chance that some influential person may
stumble across your site. Because it is your website, you control what is available to view and you are responsible for
maintaining and keeping it up to date with your achievements. You might refer to your website as an e-portfolio or an
online portfolio, but it will be distinctively different to the paper-based portfolio that you might take to an interview.
Firstly, your website offers the prospective employer the opportunity to see your work at the time that they receive your
job application or introductory letter. It may well be the convincing reason to invite you for an interview.

Categorise your work and provide a simple menu so that viewers can move easily from one section to another.
Start each film with a short introduction, giving some basic but relevant information about the piece. As well as short
packages of film you may also include stills and a CV on your DVD, which should all be easily accessible from the
main menu.

Secondly, it allows you to create opportunities for the viewer to select what they would like to see. It will not be simply
sequential as is a paper-based portfolio, so you will need to ensure the site is reliable and easy to navigate.
Thirdly, it should include all the information that you have created about yourself, including your CV. A prospective
employer may want to access a downloadable copy.

In contrast, an online showreel will inevitably cover a wider range of material but has the advantage of immediacy.
Tamsin Baker has
included her showreel on
her website and tells the
viewer that it takes two
minutes to view (which
is better than wondering
when it is going to end
and whether they have
time to view it now).

You will need to design your website thoughtfully. It should be part of the branding that you use for other information.
You can keep adding images of projects and other achievements to your website to keep it current. Remember when
designing your site that it needs to last for at least a year; so try not to change it every other day or month. Prospective
employers may want to go back to a site that they remember! Set a point in the future when you will refresh its look
and review all your material. You may also have received some feedback on your website and CV that will help you
evaluate how your look is working. If you are updating your site, it is useful to put a notice on the site letting visitors
know when it will be back.
Be careful about the information that you give out over the internet: give the email address and phone number that
are on your business card. Don’t give out personal information such as your home address even if it is your business
address currently. If arranging a meeting it might be useful to go to the enquirer’s workplace or meet at a neutral
venue such as a hotel or café until you have found out more about them.

Online Portfolios

Blogging
Expert Opinion
Make the packaging eye-catching and individual, there is more chance that
the recipient will review the content on the showreel.
Your individual work on your website is a must as you can approach employers all over
the planet. If however, due to your time or budget, you can only produce one ‘shop
window’ for your work, go for the web."
Richard Morrison – Creative Director

Some professional websites give you the opportunity to create an online portfolio on their website. For example the
Chartered Society of Designers has a section of their site called ‘Designer Select’ for members to display details of
themselves and their work.

Using a blogging website enables you to represent yourself and your work very personally. This may be more
appropriate to some disciplines than others. Remember that employers are looking at blogs and social networking
sites to find out about you so make sure your sites are work-friendly.
You may use the blog as a diary or to invite comments and discussion about your work. You should think about how
a blog can work to complement a website or online portfolio and provide a different view of you and your work.
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REVIEWING
PROGRESS
blogging

Rosie Upright has created
a blog that becomes a
journey for the viewer.
Images show her work in
progress and other things
that intrigue her from her
surroundings. Rosie is
able to invite comments
from viewers to discuss
her work.

(cont.)

Introduction

It is a good idea to take a step back, from time to time, to review your CV and job search strategies. How successful
have you been in getting job interviews? If you have been sending out your CV but getting little or no response, then
it is time to reassess your tactics.
Remember that rejection is a normal part of the job-seeking process and there can be many reasons for not getting
an interview in a competitive job market.
Start by going back to the checklist on page 17 and look critically at your application. Perhaps a fresh pair of eyes
is needed. Who do you know who could give you effective feedback? Most university careers services provide this
service for recent graduates.
Have you applied for a job recently and wondered why you were not called for an interview? If you met the criteria
for the job, feel you made a good application and have received an ‘encouraging’ rejection letter, then why not
request further feedback? What harm can it do? At worst, you may not get a response but you should simply take
that on the chin!

Positive Outcomes

CHECKLIST FOR
CREATING An
ONLINE PORTFOLIO

✔

✔

Your domain name should be memorable but 		
professional. Use your own name, your company
name or your brand name.
Find a webhosting site that allows you to register
and purchase domain names and web space. You
will need to consider how much web space you will
need and whether you can increase space at a
later date.

✔

Make sure you choose a hosting site that is reliable.

✔

You will need to pay a monthly fee for web hosting
and an annual fee for your domain name.

✔

The website design should reflect the design of
your CV, business card and other information to
create a professional appearance.

✔

Your website needs to be consistent in appearance
and be easy for others to navigate.

✔

Test your site on different browsers: Mac and PC
interfaces can work differently.

✔

Plan your website/online portfolio on paper initially,
then start designing on the computer.

✔

Use specialist design software to design your site
before you use the web software.

✔
✔

Design the pages of your site to balance images
and text.
Design your site for SVGA screens (800 x 600 pixels,
15 x 17 inches).

UNDERSTANDING
THE GRADUATE
JOB MARKET

CHECKLIST

If you get as far as the interview but fail to get the job itself, then certainly ask for feedback. As long as you are polite
and not too pushy, it will only go to show your genuine interest in the company and your eagerness to improve your
application. Make a note of the names of the people you have met, write them a thank you note for giving up their
time to see you and ask if they know of any future vacancies within their own or other organisations. The example
email on page 56 encompasses all these features.
Many job opportunities are never advertised publicly. Positions are often filled internally, by applicants already
known to the organisation, or by being placed on closed sites and with employment agencies. So be proactive in
your job search by using a wide range of strategies to promote yourself to potential employers. Use the checklist
below to ensure your creative job search is broad and comprehensive. Remember you are unique with distinctive
skills and abilities. BELIEVE IN YOURSELF!

✔ Seek out opportunities to meet and network with
potential employers (e.g. seminars, shows, 		
exhibitions).
✔ Sign up to receive networking emails and
newsletters linked to your industry.
✔ Use your personal networks – family, friends and
acquaintances – to look out for opportunities.
✔ Read industry-focused journals and newspapers
to keep abreast of events within your field.

Expert Opinion

✔ Arrange to meet or shadow someone who is
doing the type of job you are seeking.
✔ Consider volunteering or doing work
experience to keep your skills current.
✔ Consider seeking a temporary or lower
level job within the industry.
✔ Register with recruitment agencies.
✔ Join a professional association.
✔ Find a mentor who will provide you with moral
support.

My view on websites is to only tackle them if you are going to do
it well. A badly designed site will let you down in the same way
that badly mounted work will at an interview. I’d much rather see a great
PDF of work, or a series of A4 print-outs, sent in the post.”

✔ Maintain contact with other graduates from your
course; provide moral and practical support to 		
each other.

Michael Smith – Managing Director, Cog Design

✔ Look out for company open days/visits.

✔ Review your skills portfolio. Do you need to
undertake any short courses to update or add
to your skills?

✔ Telephone selected employers to find out
about the industry.

✔ Request feedback from companies following
unsuccessful applications.

✔ Check your university careers websites regularly.
✔ Check company websites for news and vacancies.

✔ Seek a second opinion on your CV and job
applications.
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REQUESTING FEEDBACK
Good luck as you progress on your journey into
graduate employment. As with all journeys, a
road map, sense of direction and tenacity help to
ensure that the path travelled is less hazardous
and quicker than would otherwise be the case.
It is the intention of this Guide to provide that map
and direction; the tenacity is reliant on the user!
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